
 

 

Call Buyers Active in Scientific Games with Sports Betting Tailwinds 

Ticker/Price: SGMS ($23.35) 

 

Analysis: 

Scientific Games (SGMS) buyers today of 2,300 November $25 calls for $1.25, adjusting some October calls, and name which 

continues to have sizable open interest and recent buying from insiders. SGMS recently had 3600 January $23 calls and 12,950 of 

the January $25 calls bought around $4-$5 and now pricing $2.10 while some OTM positioning in the January 2020 $30 calls and 

even the January 2021 $40 calls remains. From 9/18 to 9/30 director Ron Perelman bought $7.5M in stock on the open market 

from $20.42 to $22.98. Shares have run recently back to key resistance at $23.50/$24 with a breakout clearing a base which 

stretches back to April. SGMS has resistance at $30 but then a big low-volume range with which re-traces back to the July 2018 

breakdown at $40. The $1.98B company trades 30.2X earnings, 0.59X sales, and 12.9X FCF. SGMS develops technology for gaming 

and lottery industries worldwide with sports betting a massive vertical they’re developing into as well with their OpenBet platform. 

They’re also ready to expand sports solutions domestically where they’ve won lottery contracts and internationally as well including 

this week’s announcement with Nederlandse Loterij. They expect to launch in PA, IN, and IA this year. SGMS expects to earn 

$1.29/share in FY21, up from around $0.67 in 2020, with revenues up 4% annually. Short interest is 9.9% but down recently from 

11.5%. Hedge fund ownership fell 3% in Q2. Nantahala Capital a buyer of call options, their fifth largest position, while Stone House 

Capital, Park West, and Fine Capital all notable holders. SGMS sees limited analyst coverage with an average target of $24. Credit 

Suisse has shares at Underperform, $20 PT. They cite fewer casino openings and lower replacement sales even as the Sci Play IPO 

helps them deleverage.   

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SGMS has made a strong two week push and tough to chase here, prefer involvement closer to 

the insider buy price points, one of the few ways to play technology for the sports betting theme in US markets. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


